have lost a gross profit of 7% per year to fraud [5] . This forces companies to instate strong security policies and an information system for fraud detection.
Analysis in the domain of process mining and data mining provides solutions for anomaly detection, which can be used for fraud detection. In previous research, we have investigated process mining for minimizing internal fraud in business processes [6] . In this research, several process mining methods were applied, such as conformance checker, dotted-chart analysis, social network miner, originator by task matrix and others, to investigate event logs of business processes [7] [8] [9] .
Data mining analyses input data to construct a model or a pattern as output, which can be used to detect anomalies in the process under examination [10] . Several methods of data mining, such as decision tree, neural network, bayesian network and support vector machine have been implemented in previous researches [10] [11] [12] [13] to identify cases of fraud. However, these methods still have weaknesses in detecting fraud since they are not able to analyse the behaviour of control flow in the business process. Another research supporting fraud detection used association rule learning (ARL) to extract association rules from transaction data, where ARL was applied to develop association rules related to fraudulent behaviours [14, 15] .
In our previous research [6] , only fraud with a high confidence level could be detected. In this paper, a method is proposed that can detect fraud with a low confidence level and a low intensity based on a certain threshold. The proposed method integrates process mining, fuzzy multi attribute decision making and fuzzy association rule learning to detect anomalies in a business process.
Related work

Types of Fraud
Fraud is a misuse of an organizational system [16] . The concept of the fraud triangle explains that frauds occur because of three things, i.e. pressure or coercion, opportunity and rationalization. When attempting to detect fraud in a business process, internal control can be used as a counter measure towards fraud that may occur [17] . The SOP for a business process should include a standard business process model, time record, resource, organization role and decision-making. The complete SOP can be used as a reference to detect anomalies in a running process and existing data that may contain fraud. Analyzing the anomalies in a business process can be done using process mining techniques [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Process-based fraud (PBF) refers to fraud occurring in business processes [6] . In a previous research concerning PBF, we have identified attributes and patterns in order to describe PBF [15] . The following six types of anomaly attributes or fraudulent behaviours in business processes can be distinguished.
Skipped activity
As its name implies, an anomaly is an activity that is skipped according to the SOP. Skipped Activity can be divided into two types, i.e. skipped sequence, for a skipped activity occurring in a sequence, and skipped decision, for a skipped activity occurring in a split decision activity.
Wrong throughput time
Wrong throughput time is a condition when an activity is performed faster or slower than the time limit as stated in the SOP. It is divided into two types: wrong throughput time min and wrong throughput time max.
Wrong resource
Wrong resource is a situation when an activity is not executed by an authorized employee in accordance with his or her role allowed by the SOP.
Wrong duty
Wrong duty is a condition when an employee performs two or more different activities in one running process. This type is divided into three types: Wrong duty sequence (occurring in sequence activity), wrong duty decision (occurring in decision activity) and wrong duty combine (occurring in sequence and decision activity).
Wrong pattern
Wrong pattern is a situation when a wrong activity sequence occurs that does not conform with the sequence of activities as stated in the standard business process.
Wrong decision
Wrong decision is a condition when a decision is made that does not conform to the decision-making process stated in the SOP.
To detect the anomaly attributes, four process mining analyses can be executed: control flow analysis, role resource analysis, throughput time analysis, and decision point analysis. Control flow analysis can be done using a manual analysis or with assistance of plug-ins in ProM. This analysis is crucial for the detection of fraud in the form of skipped activity and wrong pattern. Manually, the analysis is done by searching the event log using a process searching algorithm. fuzzy miner, which compares a fuzzy model to the standard business process, is the algorithm recommended for this searching process. However, this algorithm has a limitation in that it is relies heavily on the determination of the threshold value [23] [24] [25] . In addition to the manual method, this analysis can be done using the conformance checking plug-in in ProM, resulting in values for fitness, precision, and structure. These values can be used to measure the equality between a running process and a standard business process. The purpose of the control flow analysis is to measure the equality and difference between event logs resulted from a running process and a standard business process model. In this case, different parts in the running process can be suspected as anomalous. The result is in the form of fitness values revealing fraudulent behaviour.
Role resource analysis can be performed using the social network miner plug-in in ProM. Then, the role attribute of each event in a running process can be compared to the roles present in the SOP to obtain the probability of fraud occurrence in terms of its resources.
Throughput time analysis can be done by measuring the time interval between activities. This interval is measured from the start time stamp to the completed time stamp. The time of implementation of an activity can then be compared to the SOP in terms of the application time.
Decision point analysis is done by finding out the existence of a specific case as a result of decision-making in a business process. Detecting anomalies can be done by building a relational database and do a query for that specific case.
Case study and fraudulent issues
In this paper, we would like to provide an example of the occurrence of fraud in the credit application process in a bank as depicted in Fig. 1 . The first executed activity is receive application, i.e. the activity of receiving the credit application. The data received are in the form of a rules and regulations document required for credit applications.
Check completeness is the activity of checking the completeness of the rules and regulations document provided by the creditor. If the rules and regulations document is not complete, the give info activity will be executed to give information to the creditor in order for him or her to complete the document. This activity can be executed repeatedly until the document is fully completed. Once it is completed the process moves on to the check SID activity.
The check SID activity is done by the system to check the credit application history of the creditor. If a creditor has ever submitted a credit application, the process moves on to loan decision and check loan type. Check loan type, collateral verification locate, collateral local Government, collateral office and complete verification are done to check the collateral owned by the creditor in accordance with the credit type proposed. Plafond estimation is used to estimate the amount of disbursed credit; this depends on the collateral check.
The check overrate activity is used to determine the further activities that need to be executed, in this case to determine whether the decision-making is executed by the director or to the leader. This depends on the amount of the credit applied. Further, loan decision is an activity that of division of the bank but in fact was done by a staff member. Another example is document validation, which is supposed to be done within 1 week but in fact was done after more than 1 week. Another example is in an activity that issues a branching output to more than one activity, such as in check overrate, where a 
Proposed method
The training section in the proposed method is implemented in three steps, which are conformance checking, fuzzy multi attribute decision making and fuzzy association rule learning. The conformance checking, which is part of process mining, is applied to detect anomalies in the process business. The fuzzy multi attribute decision making is used to determine the anomaly rates. Finally, the fuzzy association rule learning develops rules which will be used to detect anomalies in the testing phase.
Skipped activity analysis
Activities that were wrongly executed may emerge in the event log, e.g. a skipped activity. This will lead to the presence of an anomaly in that activity. For example, the completeness verification is supposed to be done by the head out whether there is a skipped activity or any other activity not in line with the standard business process model. This analysis is done with the conformance checker plug-in in ProM, which was modified to give the number of skipped activities. The input of this analysis is the standard business process in the form of Petri nets and event logs. This analysis generates anomaly data for the skipped sequence and skipped decision attributes.
Wrong pattern analysis
In this part, pattern analysis of the event logs is done by comparing the sequence of activities to the standard business process model. If there is a case with an activity that is not done in line with the model, it will be marked as wrong pattern. This analysis is done with the conformance checker plug-in in ProM.
Wrong throughput time analysis
In this part, an analysis of the execution times of all activities in the event logs is made by comparing them with the execution time in the standard model. If the execution time is not in line with the standard model, being either too short or too long, it will be marked as an anomaly. This analysis is done with the conformance checker for attributes plug-in in ProM.
Wrong resource analysis
The analysis in this part is done for each actor who executes an activity recorded in the event logs using the conformance checker for attributes plug-in in ProM. If there is an activity that is executed by an unauthorized actor towards that activity according to the standard model, it will be marked as wrong resource.
Wrong duty analysis
The analysis in this part is done to see whether there is an actor who violates the segregation of duty as defined in the standard model. Anomalies have the form of two or more activities conducted by one actor at once. This analysis is done using the conformance checker for attributes plug-in in ProM.
Wrong decision analysis
In this part, activities involving decision-making or event branching are analysed. To conduct a wrong decision analysis, the event logs should first be changed into ontologybased event logs to facilitate doing a SPARQL ontology query. This analysis generates anomaly data for the wrong decision attribute.
All obtained anomalies are trained using fuzzy association rule learning. This procedure consists of two processes. It starts with the calculation of the anomaly rates for each case. This process is done by using fuzzy multi attribute decision making. The inputs for this process are the anomaly occurrences and expert assessments. There are two kinds of values that are calculated in this process. First, the importance weight of the anomaly attributes. This value shows the importance of the anomaly attributes according to assessment of experts. Second, the anomaly attribute occurrence rate. This value shows the occurrence rate of each anomaly attribute. Then, with these two values, all cases with an anomaly rate are trained using fuzzy association rule Learning. This process generates the association rules among the anomalous attributes.
Fuzzy multi attribute decision making
This method is used to determine the anomaly rates from a set of anomalies that occurred in a process. The determination of the anomaly rates is done using a combination of two concepts, i.e. fuzzification and multiple attribute decision making (MADM). MADM can be used to select one alternative out of a set of alternatives marked with several attributes [24] . However, MADM still has weaknesses in handling inaccurate or linguistic information. Hence, it is necessary to add fuzziness to support the handling of linguistic information.
Two data are required for determining the anomaly rates, i.e. an importance assessment of the PBF attributes by experts and the anomaly occurrences resulted from the conformance checking. Both data are converted into fuzzy numbers based on the table of importance weights and the level of membership. The importance weights of the anomaly attributes assessed by experts can be seen in Table 1 , which uses the sample from the function of the anomaly attribute membership can be seen in Fig. 2 .
The expert assessments used in this research are based on the expertise of an auditor of a bank, which are shown in Table 2 . Based on Table 2 , a weight measurement is done for each anomaly attribute. The weight value is divided into four parts: lower bound weight, middle weight 1, middle weight 2, and upper bound weight. Measuring the 4 weight values for each category can be done using Eqs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 where n is the number of experts and values Table 1 , the interval between 0 and 1 is divided accordingly into five categories to determine the membership function parameters a, b, c, and d. The result of the measurement can be seen in Table 3 . Furthermore, for the process anomaly data, the anomaly rates of the attribute occurrences are shown in Table 4 and their membership functions are shown in Fig. 3 . The interval between 0 and 1 is divided accordingly into 9 categories to determine the membership function parameters a, b, c, and d. The formula for the membership functions are in Eq. 1 until Eq. 4 and the parameters of the membership functions are described in Table 5 . In this formula, the value of x refers to the percentage of anomaly occurrences that is obtained from the calculation in Eq. 5.
(1) 
Fig. 3 Membership functions for linguistic values of occurrence
A probability measurement of the anomalies is done for each anomaly attribute. The result of this measurement is used in the phase of fuzzification into the membership class in Table 4 . The next step is to calculate the anomaly attribute occurrence rate (anomaly attribute value). The data of the anomaly occurrences are obtained from the result of the conformance check. To calculate the occurrence rate of each anomaly attribute, the value from the conformance result and the importance weight from the experts adjusted with the resulted conformance are used. Each expert assessment is filled with the anomaly attribute occurrence rate adjusted with the value of the expert assessment and the conformance value. This adjustment is done with Eq. 6.
In Eq. 6, Ca, Cb, Cc and Cd are the values of vectors a, b, c and d in Table 4 according to the value of fuzzification of its anomaly. In addition, Da, Db, Dc and Dd are the values of vectors a, b, c and d in Table 1 in accordance with the importance weight given by the experts. The P value is the fuzzification into the anomalous class in accordance with the membership function of the anomaly attribute occurrence rate. For example, the result of the conformance check for the skipped sequence category is between very bad and bad, and the assessment of the first expert for the Equal category is weak. Thus, the adjustment value is given by Eq. 7. Furthermore, the P value = 0.2125 is the fuzzification into the anomaly class in accordance with the membership function of bad. The result of the adjustment from the example can be seen in Table 6 . After the anomaly value has been adjusted with the importance assessment of the experts, the next step is calculating the evaluation of the anomaly attribute occurrences by using the same equations as for calculating the importance weight, i.e. Eqs 1, 2, 3 and 4, where n = the number of the expert + 1. Further, from the result of the calculation of the importance weight of the anomaly attributes and the anomaly attribute occurrence rate, calculation of the final rating is done to get the weight of lower bound, middle 1, middle 2, and upper bound by using Eq. 8. where k refers to the number of categories, S refers to the value of the anomaly attributes in Table 7 , W refers to the importance weight of the anomaly attributes in Table 3 and Cn refers to the n anomaly attributes. After the four weights of the final rating have been calculated, the anomaly rate of a case is calculated as the summation of all four weights of the final rating. A further elaboration can be found in Eq. 9. An example of the result of calculating the anomaly rates can be seen in Table 8 . The calculation of the anomaly rates is performed for each process being examined.
Fuzzy association rule learning
Fuzzy association rule learning is the method for seeking the association rules between the occurred anomalies. The processed data are the anomalies that have occurrence rates for each process. The probability of the anomalies are calculated using Eq. 5. The probability values for each anomaly attribute are used to calculate the membership degree using parameters in Table 9 . 
In seeking the association rule, each anomaly attribute is divided into three types: low, middle and high. Thus, the membership function used in the process of searching the association rule is divided into three types by dividing the attribute of skipped sequence into skipped sequence low, skipped sequence middle, and skipped sequence high. Its membership function is shown in Fig. 4 , generated by using the parameter of its membership as shown in Table 9 . In Fig. 4 , the interval between 0 and 100% is divided accordingly into three categories (low, middle and high) to determine the membership function parameters a, b, c, and d. The next step is to calculate the membership degree of each anomaly attribute towards the three types; low, middle and high. The value of the membership degree for each anomaly attribute that has been divided into three classes is used to seek the degree of association using fuzzy ARL. n this research, the search of the association rules applied the a priori algorithm using the fuzzy data. The calculation of the support value is done using Eq. 10. Further, for each n-item set, the threshold value is determined to select the candidate of the item for the next items. The author determined the threshold value for each item set by considering the support value for each item. In the experiment, the threshold for 1 item set was determined as 0.01 and for the next n-item set as 0.005. The selected items are the items that have a higher support value or a support value equal to the determined threshold value. The chosen items are combined with the other items to make new item sets. The combination is done until no more combination between items can be made, or it can also be done by limiting the formation of item sets to k-item sets. In the experiment, the process of searching the association rule was limited to 5-item sets. A 5-item set means that 1 item set consists of a combination of 5 essential items. The association rule taken as a result of this final task consists of the anomaly attributes in combination with the fraud attribute for each n-item set. The value of each association rule is the confidence value for the control calculated with Eq. 11. The confidence value shows to what extent an anomaly contributes to the fraud level. The result of this method is a set of association rules that describe a relationship between the anomaly attributes and the fraud used as data to detect fraud in other processes. Thus, to detect fraud in the different processes is done by matching the anomaly attributes with the existing association rules. A sample of the association rule result from the training data is shown in Table 10 .
Detecting fraud with association rule data
This method is used as a testing phase to detect fraud in a business process by matching the anomaly attributes with the resulted association rules. If a case contains an association rule not marked as fraud, the situation is directly defined and categorized as not fraud, even if it has a high confidence value. Meanwhile, if a case contains a fraud association, the case is classified as fraud.
Results and discussion
Evaluation design
The evaluation in this research focuses on the following points: (1) finding the advantage of using the proposed fuzzy association rule learning method compared to using the association rule learning (ARL) method in the context of fraud detection, and (2) measuring the accuracy of both methods. The scenario and dataset used in this evaluation were the same for both methods. The experiment was based on a case study of credit applications in a bank. The dataset consists of a training dataset and a testing dataset generated by several distribution models as provided in [6] .
By the analyses that have been done, anomalies were modelled against attributes using a Poisson distribution with the parameter set to 3. This parameter indicates that on average, there are 3 unusual cases each month. A Poisson distribution was used because its characteristics are in line with business process fraud behaviour. The number of exceptional cases for each attribute was generated randomly based on the Poisson distribution. Therefore, each attribute had a different number of exceptional cases for each month.
Furthermore, 50 credit applications were processed each month. The anomalies were spread among all credit applications based on a uniform (discrete) distribution. The aim was to randomly spread the anomalies over 50 credit applications a month, based on the number of anomaly occurrences for each attribute. An example of the generated data can be seen in Tables 11 and 12. In all, 1200 cases were produced as experimental data. The experimental data were then divided into training data and testing data. In the training data, there were 1000 cases, consisting of 538 fraud cases and 462 legal cases. In the testing the data, there were 200 cases, consisting of 93 fraud cases and 107 legal cases.
To get the anomaly data from the event logs, we develop conformance checking for attributes plug-in. Next, the anomaly data were trained with an additional plug-into perform the ARL and fuzzy ARL methods (the author also developed this other ProM plug-in).
To compare the ARL and fuzzy ARL methods, training with ARL and training with fuzzy ARL used the same data; hence, the testing with ARL and fuzzy ARL also used the same data set. In the training process, expert opinion was used to define whether a case was fraud or legitimate. The specialist advice for ARL training and fuzzy ARL training is shown in Table 13 . Throughput min-throughput max-wrong Resource-wrong duty combine-fraud 2 1
Throughput min-throughput max-wrong duty Sequence-wrong duty combinefraud 1 1
Throughput min-wrong resource-wrong duty Sequence-wrong duty combinefraud 2 1
Throughput max-wrong resource-wrong Duty Sequence-wrong duty combinefraud
The conducted training generated association rules between the anomalous attributes. The ARL method produced 95 standards, while the fuzzy ARL method produced 66 states. An example of the association rules provided by the ARL can be seen in Table 14 and of the fuzzy ARL in Table 15 . S and C is Table 14 refer to support and confidence. The association rules contain rule, support value and confidence value. Further, the association rules, along with their confidence value, were used in the testing process to determine whether a case was fraud or legitimate. 
Results
In measuring the accuracy of both methods, evaluation by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) framework analysis was done with Eq. 12. The results of the accuracy measurement for the ARL method are in Table 16 and for the fuzzy ARL method in Table 17 .
From the results of the accuracy measurement, it can be seen that the accuracy of the ARL method is very high, reaching 0.975 at a minimum confidence value of 0.9. Meanwhile, the accuracy for the fuzzy ARL method reached 0.925 at a minimum confidence value of 0.3. Hence, the main difference between both methods lies in the minimum confidence level for each method. It can be said that the ARL method can detect fraud accurately if the confidence level of fraud is high, while the fuzzy ARL method can detect fraud accurately if the confidence level of fraud is lower. Hence, the fuzzy ARL method can be used to assist in identifying fraud with a lower confidence level of fraud than the ARL method. Furthermore, the accuracy of the fuzzy ARL method is better than that of the ARL method in previous related research [6] because the fuzzy ARL method can reduce the number of false positives.
Conclusion
According to the experimental results, it can be concluded that the integration of process mining with the ARL and fuzzy ARL method can be used to detect fraud in business processes. The process mining method can identify anomalies that occurred in a business process by doing conformance checking between the event logs and the SOP. The ARL method and fuzzy ARL method were trained using the same data to determine fraud in a running business process. The ARL method obtained an accuracy of 0.975 at a minimum confidence value of 0.9. This indicates that the ARL method can detect fraud accurately in cases with a high confidence level. The fuzzy ARL method, on the other hand, obtained an accuracy of 0.925 with a minimum confidence level of 0.3. This indicates that the fuzzy ARL method can detect fraud accurately at lower confidence levels. Thus, the fuzzy ARL method can be used to assist in identifying fraud in cases with a lower confidence level of fraud, so fraudulent claims with a little confidence level can be discovered more easily. 
